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estoration of images captured by a staggered
ime delay and integration camera in the presence
f mechanical vibrations

adi Hochman, Yitzhak Yitzhaky, Norman S. Kopeika, Yair Lauber,
eira Citroen, and Adrian Stern

Staggered time delay and integration �TDI� scanning image acquisition systems are usually employed in
low signal-to-noise situations such as thermal imaging. Analysis and restoration of images acquired by
thermal staggered TDI sensors in the presence of mechanical vibrations that may cause space-variant
image distortions �severe geometric warps and blur� are studied. The relative motion at each location
in the degraded image is identified from the image when a differential technique is used. This infor-
mation is then used to reconstruct the image by a technique of projection onto convex sets. The main
novelty is the implementation of such methods to scanned images �columnwise�. Restorations are
performed with simulated and real mechanically degraded thermal images. © 2004 Optical Society of
America

OCIS codes: 100.3020, 100.6640, 110.6820, 120.7280.
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. Introduction

ime delay and integration �TDI� cameras are a well-
nown implementation of an optical sensor array and
re used in various applications.1–3 The TDI sensor
ffers better sensitivity compared with a regular
CD sensor, an advantage that is significant in low-

ight-level imaging and in thermal imaging in partic-
lar. The imaging process of a TDI camera was
escribed in detail by Wong et al.4 and is briefly de-
cribed here. A TDI sensor is constructed from col-
mns of N photosensitive cells �also known as TDI
tages�. The object is scanned along the horizontal
irection while the charge accumulated in each cell is
ynchronically transferred opposite the scan direc-
ion. The TDI array is assembled with M rows �the
mage vertical dimension� containing N TDI stages
ach. The imaging process causes multiple expo-
ures of the object and sums them throughout the
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DI stages. This results in an improvement in the
ignal-to-noise ratio of N1�2 compared with a regular
taring CCD array.
The emerging need for high-resolution scanning

ystems able to scan large areas quickly creates a
equirement for large multielement detectors.5
uch a detector structure requires a great deal of
ircuitry surrounding each detector pixel. The stag-
ered configuration illustrated in Fig. 1 allows more
pace for the circuitry adjacent to each detector ele-
ent.6 This configuration permits scanning with-

ut loss of information between neighboring areas in
he scene. In this configuration the scanning sensor
s divided into two spatially separated fields; one cap-
ures the odd, while the other captures the even,
mage rows, forming an interleaved image with a full
patial resolution perpendicular to the scanning di-
ection. As a result of the distance between the odd
nd even fields �margin � N pixels as shown in Fig.
�, a constant time delay occurs between the image
aptured by the odd and the even fields.

Barbe7 analyzed a number of phenomena affecting
he resolution of TDI cameras. Owing to the long
ntegrated exposure time of the TDI cameras and the
ide margin between the odd and the even sensors in

he staggered structure, the recorded images may be
egraded significantly by the vibrations.
Thermal-imaging systems are frequently affected

y vibrations caused by electrical cooling systems,
1 August 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 22 � APPLIED OPTICS 4345
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ervo engines, or platform �airplane, tank, etc� vibra-
ions. Efforts to constrain these vibrations are usu-
lly part of the system’s development process, but
esidual motion due to vibrations always exists.
he influence of vibrations on staring imaging sys-

ems has been well investigated,8 and the basic tools
eveloped for staring systems apply in the case of
canning arrays. The point-spread function �PSF�
esulting only from relative motion between the sen-
or, and the scene is equal to the histogram of the
ensor position during exposure8:

PSF � fx,y� x, y� , (1)

here x and y are the spatial orthogonal axes and the
istogram fx,y�x, y� equals the probability density
unction of the motion during exposure. In the case
f low-frequency sinusoidal motion where the vibra-
ion period is longer than the exposure time, the PSF
s random, depending on the initial time of exposure.
itzhaky et al.9 performed blind restoration of a sin-
le progressive image degraded by vibrations. The
eometrical distortion problem that occurs when a
omposite frame constructed from two, odd and even,
elds is degraded by motion was addressed by
itzhaky and Stern.10

Miettinen and Ailisto11 examined the effects of vi-
rations on images captured by a TDI camera at a
onzero viewing angle relative to the object’s surface
nd presented a method for estimating the image
uality in vibrations conditions. In the case of high-
requency vibrations the image degradation is space
nvariant. In low-frequency vibrations the sensor is
ffected by different portions of the vibration sine
ave along the scanning process, causing space-
ariant image degradation.

. Vibrated Time Delay and Integration Imaging
rocess

olberg and Loce12 developed a one-dimensional
odel describing the quality of images captured by a

inear scanner in the presence of vibrations. This
odel reflects the influences of vibrations along the

can direction on the local PSF and on the sample
oints of the sensor, which are arbitrarily spaced
wing to vibrations. Neglecting the degrading ef-
ects of the imaging system such as aberration and
iffraction, the pixel size is significantly the most
ominant cause, limiting the system’s resolution.
herefore the shape of the PSF of a staring system
an be approximated as the shape of the pixel �a
wo-dimensional rectangular�.

When each scan step has a one-pixel extent, the

Fig. 1. Staggered TDI sensor configuration.
346 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 22 � 1 August 2004
onvibrated PSF in the scan direction is a one-
imensional convolution of two identical rectangular
unctions, forming a triangular shape, and a rectan-
ular shape vertical to the scan direction.13 For
ther scan step extents the camera’s PSF in the scan
irection will have a trapezoidal shape. When the
ibration velocities are low relative to the scan veloc-
ty the single TDI-stage PSF approximately main-
ains its triangular shape. As illustrated in Fig. 2
he effects of the vibrations on the resulting column
SF are �1� to be broaden the PSF as a result of the
patial spread of the sampling points of all the inte-
rated TDI stages and �2� to shift the PSF’s center of
ravity position from its nominal position according
o the average location of the N sampling points.

The first effect causes the shift-variant motion blur,
hile the second causes geometrical deformations in

ach field. The PSF’s center of gravity shift, com-
ined with the spatial shift between the odd and even
elds �the staggered structure�, cause the staircase �or
omb� effect in the combined image of both fields.
hese effects apply also to the vertical axis in which
he single TDI-stage PSF has a rectangular shape.

. Simulation of a Time Delay and Integrated Camera
n the Presence of Vibrations

main element of the simulation is the formation of
andom motion vectors of the camera, which repre-
ent the camera’s space-variant displacements in the
can direction and vertical to this direction with re-
pect to the nominal positions �without vibrations�.
requently the given information in the case of me-
hanical vibrations is an estimation of the power
pectral density �PSD� of the vibrations. The PSD is
iven as the power spectrum of the angular velocity of
he image plane. A transformation from that
ngular-velocity PSD to spatial displacements can be
arried out as follows. The spatial amplitude com-
onent at the ith frequency interval can be calculated
ccording to the characteristics of the PSD of the
amera vibrations:

Ai�pixels� �
�2PSDi�Freqi�

1�2

��
, (2)

ig. 2. Effect of vibrations on the column PSF in the TDI imaging
rocess.
pix
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here �Freqi is the quantized frequency interval for
hich the PSD can be approximated as constant, ��pix

s the pixel angular size, and PDSi is the value of the
SD in the ith frequency interval. Based on these
pectral characteristics of the vibrations, the horizon-
al and vertical random-displacement vectors of the
amera �X�t� and Y�t�, respectively� can be simulated:

X�t� � �
i

Ax,i sin�2	fx,it � 
x,i� , (3)

Y�t� � �
j

Ay, j sin�2	fy, jt � 
y, j� , (4)

here 
x,i and 
y,j are random variables equally
istributed on �0,2	� and Ax,i and Ay,j are amplitudes
t temporal frequencies fx,i and fy,i, respectively, as
alculated in Eq. �2�. The time parameter t�sec� is
elated to the spatial coordinates by

xnominal�pixel� � Vnominal�pixel�s�t�sec� , (5)

here Vnominal is the nominal scan velocity �without
ibrations� and xnominal is the equally spaced spatial
ample positions of the sensor array. Substituting
q. �5� into the temporal displacement vectors, Eqs.

3� and �4� yield, respectively, the spatial displace-
ent vectors

X� xnominal� � �
i

Ax,i sin�2	fx,i

xnominal

Vnominal
� 
x,i� , (6)

Y� xnominal� � �
j

Ay, j sin�2	fy, j

ynominal

Vnominal
� 
y, j� . (7)

quations �6� and �7� hold only for Vnominal �� Vvibs,
here Vvibs is the vibration-induced velocity, for which

he expression xnominal�Vnominal approximates the time
f sampling at xnominal in the presence of vibrations.
quations �6� and �7� show that the spatial sensor
ibrations are affected by the nominal scan velocity.
The sensor array was modeled in the simulation by

n M � N matrix �Fig. 1�. This matrix is used to
can a high-resolution target image, representing the
ontinuous �before sampling� object. The location of
he matrix with respect to the target image is calcu-
ated for each scanning step according to the scan
elocity Vnominal and the vibration-induced displace-
ent vectors X�xnominal� and Y�xnominal�. The motion

f the matrix is discrete at 1�D jumps, where D is the
inimal interval of the camera motion in pixels.
hen the array is placed on the target image �repre-

enting the scene� each cell averages the high-
esolution values over D � D pixels, representing the
ampling features of the CCD camera.
Two target images used in this work for demon-

trations are presented in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 we dem-
nstrate the effects of two-dimensional vibrations on
taggered TDI images for two extremely different
can velocities: 2200 �pixels�s� in Fig. 4�a� and 350
pixels�s� in Fig. 4�b�. It is clear that for lower scan
elocities the spatial frequencies of the vibration in-
rease, and the geometrical distortion and image
arping are more substantial. The reason is that,
n the practical case of low-frequency vibrations, for
ower scan velocities the sensor is subjected to a big-
er extent of motion due to the longer periods of
ntegration time and time between acquisitions of the
dd and even fields.
As discussed in Section 2 the vibrations cause three
ajor effects in the staggered TDI image; all are
orizontally space variant:

�a� Staircase �or comb� effects, which are shifted
ocations of the image objects in one field with regard
o the other, as a result of the time delay between the
xposures of the fields. As can be seen in the exam-
les in Fig. 4, these artifacts are more apparent in
egions with vertical features.

�b� Nonuniform sampling of each field as a result of
he shifted locations of the sensor in each column in
he TDI process. This effect is demonstrated in the
mage of a single �odd� field shown in Fig. 5�b� com-
ared with its nonvibrated version shown in Fig. 5�a�.
he nonuniform sampling resulting from the horizon-
al component of the vibrations is noticeable in the
ertical lines region, and the transverse warping due
o the vertical component of the vibrations can be
een by the shape distortion of the horizontal lines.
�c� Blur as a result of the smearing of image points

aused by the motion during the exposures. The
esulting spread of each pixel is an average of the
preads from all the N integrated exposures.

. Motion Estimation

stimating the motion of the vibrations causing the
mage artifacts is the key element in the task of re-
toring the staggered TDI images. Motion estima-
ion is a thoroughly investigated task with many
pplications �image restoration, video compression,
edical imaging�. Stiller and Konrad14 and
rown15 reviewed various motion models and the dif-

erent applications relevant for each model. These
apers essentially refer to video sequences of staring
rrays, but the basic concepts are applicable to the
taggered TDI imaging as well.
It is assumed here that the camera motion is a

wo-dimensional rigid-body motion. However, rota-
ional motions can be considered with the tools given
y Irani and Peleg.16 Also, the maximum horizontal

ig. 3. Target �original high-resolution� images: �a� stripes, �b�
ort.
1 August 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 22 � APPLIED OPTICS 4347
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elocity induced by vibrations is assumed to be small
ompared with the scan velocity. This assumption
llows the use of the first-order approximation to the
ime parameter noted in Eq. �5�.

The motion-estimation process is divided into two
ain stages: estimating the field displacement vec-

or �FDV� and assembling the camera-motion vector.
he constant separation between the odd and the
ven sensors that equals �N � margin� pixels �illus-
rated in Fig. 1� causes a known constant time delay
etween the capture of the odd and the even fields.
herefore the horizontal and vertical vectors of the
isplacements between the fields, DX and DY, can be
etermined according to the displacement vectors of
he camera as follows:

DX�i� � X�i� � X�i � N � margin� , (8)

DY�i� � Y�i� � Y�i � N � margin� , (9)
348 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 22 � 1 August 2004
here i is the column index. It was shown in Sec-
ion 3 that each captured image column is an inte-
ration of N sensor positions. Therefore the
amera-motion vector that forms the FDV’s should
e averaged with a kernel of the TDI length. The
DV can be estimated by various methods.15,17

ere the differential method was chosen since it
roduces high-accuracy results with low computa-
ional cost. The general method applied was de-
cribed by Horn and Schunck18 and implemented as
n iterative procedure19 adequate for large dis-
lacements. The method is based on minimizing
he squared error of the Taylor’s series expansion of
he difference between the captured odd and even
elds. Based on the assumptions above the even
olumn, feven�x, y� resembles its matched column in
he odd field displaced �DX, DY� from it, fodd�x  DX,
 DY�, given that the object’s intensity is not time
ependent. For small displacements a Taylor ap-
ig. 4. Effects of two-dimensional vibrations on staggered TDI images for different scan rates: �a� 2200 �pixels�sc� and �b� 350
ig. 5. �a� Single �odd� field simulated as captured by a nonvibrated TDI sensor with N � 16. �b� Field degraded by two-dimensional
ibrations, demonstrating the resulting nonuniform sampling. The distorted locations of the vertical lines result from the horizontal
ibrations’ component, and the distorted shapes of the horizontal curves result from the vertical component.
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roximation is convenient for estimating the
quared error Err�DX, DY� of the two matched col-
mns. After the second-order terms are neglected,

Err�DX, DY� � �
x,y�R

� feven� x, y� � fodd� x, y�

� foddx
� x, y� DX � foddy

� x, y� DY�2 ,
(10)

here R is the column size, feven�x,y� and fodd�x,y� are
he captured even and odd columns, and fx � �f��x and
y � �f��y are partial derivatives of the image f in the
can direction and perpendicular to it, respectively.
aking the derivatives of Eq. �10� in both axes and
nding the minimum error by equating each to zero
ield the basic equation for the estimation process:
f
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t
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quation �11� is solved for each column in the odd
eld, thus producing its unique displacement �DX,
Y� from its matching column in the even field.
ince the Taylor expansion holds only for sufficiently
mall displacements, an iterative procedure is imple-
ented to allow larger displacements19:

�a� Initially assume zero displacement estimation
etween the matched columns in the fields.
�b� Calculate the displacement between the col-

mns by using Eq. �11� and add it to the existing
isplacement estimate.
�c� Shift the column of the even field toward the

ocation of the column of the odd field according to the
urrent displacement estimate.

�d� Return to phase �b� until the residual difference
etween the consecutive displacement estimations
pproaches zero.

Since this method is sensitive to noise, a prior
tep of field smoothing is performed with a Gauss-
an low-pass filter.19 The first-order horizontal
nd vertical derivative operators used were hx �
1  1� and hy � �1  1�T, respectively. Detailed
onsiderations for choosing these operators are pre-
ented by Elad et al.20

Constructing the camera-motion vectors is based
n the FDVs estimated above, when Eqs. �8� and �9�
re used, rearranged to form the following recursion
quations:

X�i � N � margin� � X�i� � DX�i� , (12)

Y�i � N � margin� � Y�i� � DY�i� . (13)
quations �12� and �13� can be solved recursively to
orm the camera-motion vectors given knowledge of
he camera position at N � margin  1 steps. Since
ost of the vibration energy is at low frequencies, it

an be assumed that in regions where the FDV is
lose to linear the camera’s displacement vector is
pproximately linear too. Therefore construction of
he camera’s displacement vectors at each axis is
ased on these following stages: �1� locating the N �
argin  1 section of the FDV, which is the closest to
straight line �in the variance sense�, �2� establishing

he camera’s position in this region as equal to the
inear fit of the displacement vector in the chosen
egion, �3� constructing the camera’s displacement
ectors forward and backward from the section cho-
en above by using Eq. �12� and �13�.
Figure 6 shows examples of two sections chosen
rom an FDV. Region 1 is the most linear section in
he FDV, whereas region 2 is a nonlinear section.
he influence of a proper selection of a linear region

n the FDV on the final estimated camera’s motion
ector is demonstrated in Fig. 7, where this vector
as constructed from the region choices of Fig. 6.
oth of the estimated curves have a dc error, which is
eaningless in the restoration procedure. How-

ver, constructing the vector based on region 2
ielded a cyclic error with amplitudes as great as 2
ixels, while using region 1 resulted in a flat error
urve.
ig. 6. Examples of two sections chosen from an FDV for construc-
ion of the initial camera displacement guesses: 1, linear region; 2,
onlinear region. Top, camera motion vector. Bottom, error.
�
x,y�R

foddx

2� x, y� �
x,y�R

foddx
� x, y� �

x, y�R
foddy

� x, y�

�
x,y�R

foddx
� x, y� �

x,y�R
foddy

� x, y� �
x,y�R

foddy

2� x, y� ��DX
DY�
� � �

x,y�R
� feven� x, y� � fodd� x, y�� foddx

� x, y�

�
x,y�R

� feven� x, y� � fodd� x, y�� foddy
� x, y�� . (11)
1 August 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 22 � APPLIED OPTICS 4349
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. Image Restoration

s mentioned above the PSF is space variant along the
can axis. An initial stage of the restoration process
s calculation of the space-variant PSF. The PSF is
alculated for each column according to Eq. �1� by us-
ng its displacement given by the estimated camera-

otion vectors. The total PSF is a convolution
etween the PSFs of the vibrations and the camera:

PSFtotal � PSFvibrations * PSFcamera . (14)

SFvibrations is calculated for each column according
o Eq. �1� by use of its displacement given by the
stimated camera motion vectors. We use here the
rojection onto convex sets �POCSs� restoration
echnique21–23 because it is suitable for space-variant
otion blur. Implementation for restoration of an

mage sequence degraded by vibrations by superreso-
ution is shown by Stern et al.24 With this method
he high-resolution ideal image f is assumed to be an
lement of an appropriate Hilbert space. It is as-
umed that m properties �constraints� 	1, 	2, . . . ,	m
f the image f are known a priori. For each a priori
iece of information 	 there is an attributed set C ,
i i

350 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 22 � 1 August 2004
hich is the set of all images having the property 	i.
These sets are often closed and convex.� The esti-
ation of f belongs to the solution set

Cs � �
i�1

m

Ci,

ssuming that this intersection is not empty. De-
oting Pi the projection operator of an arbitrary im-
ge onto the convex set Ci, the POCS theorem main
ecursion is

f �l�1� � Pm Pm1. . .P1 f�l �, l � 0, 1, 2, . . . .
(15)

e use the following closed, convex constraint set for
ach pixel of the low-resolution image gk�m1, m2�
where k � 1, 2 for the two interlaced fields�:

k�m1, m2� � � f̃ �n1, n2�:

	rk
� f̃ ��m1, m2�	 � �0�m1, m2, k�� , (16)

here f̃�n1, n2� is the estimated high-resolution image
nd rk

�f̃��m1, m2� represents the residual image of
ach simulated image field g̃k�m1, m2� with respect
o the observed original field gk�m1, m2�:

rk
� f̃ ��m1, m2� � gk�m1, m2� � g̃k�m1, m2� . (17)

he simulated image fields are formed according to
he simulation described above, when the estimated
igh-resolution image f �l� at the lth iteration and
he estimated motion vectors are used. The quan-
ity �0�m1, m2,k� represents the statistical confi-
ence with which the actual image is a member of
he set Ck. Here it reflects the uncertainty of the
SF in addition to the noise statistics. The projec-
ion operator Pk�m1, m2� on the estimated high-
esolution image f �l� �n1, n2� can be described as
ollows:
ig. 7. Influence of region selection �shown in Fig. 6� as the basis
or the construction of the camera-motion vector �N � 16 and
k�m1, m2��f̃
�l ��n1, n2�� � f̃ �l ��n1, n2�

�rk
�f̃�l ���m1, m2� � �0�m1, m2, k��hPSF,k�n1, n2; m1, m2�

�
o1
�
o2

hPSF,k
2 �o1, o2; m1, m2�

;

rk
�f̃ �l ���m1, m2� � �0�m1, m2, k�

0; � �0�m1, m2, k� � rk
� f̃�l ���m1, m2� � �0�m1, m2, k�, (18)

�rk
� f̃�l ���m1, m2� � �0�m1, m2, k��hPSF,k�n1, n2; m1, m2�

�
o1
�
o2

hPSF,k
2 �o1, o2; m1, m2�

;

r� f̃�l ���m , m � � � �m , m , k�





� 




k 1 2 0 1 2



F
a

F
e

ig. 8. �a� True versus the estimated FDV in the horizontal �scan� direction; �b� error between the true and estimated vectors in �a�; �c�

nd �d� same as �a� and �b� but for the vertical displacements.
ig. 9. �a� True versus the estimated camera displacement vector in the horizontal �scan� direction; �c� error between the true and
stimated vectors in �a�; �b�, �d� same as �a� and �c� but for the vertical displacements.
1 August 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 22 � APPLIED OPTICS 4351
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here hPSF,k�n1, n2; m1, m2� is the space-variant PSF
nd �o1, o2� are high-resolution coordinates for which
PSF,k �n1, n2; m1, m2� is not zero.
In addition to the principal constraint set �Eq. �16��
second projection was used to bound the estimated
ixel gray levels in the range �0,1�:

CA � � f̃ �n1, n2�:0 � f̃ �n1, n2� � 1� . (19)

o compensate for oversampled and undersampled
egions due to vertical field displacements, a smooth-
ng operation is performed by an additional simple
rojection that bandlimits the signal25:

CF � � f̃ �n1, n2�:�1D,n1� f̃ �n1, n2�� � 0, for �n1
� ε� ,

(20)

here �1D,n1 is the one-dimensional Fourier trans-
orm of a column and ε is the band limitation of the
patial frequency �n1

, which forces the smoothness.
The POCS procedure converges as the iterative

rocedure progresses. A stopping condition can be
et on the residual energy e�l�:

e�l � � 
1
2 �

k�1

2

�gk � g̃k
�l ��2�1�2

� � , (21)

here � is a sufficiently small number.

. Results

he restoration process developed in this study was
mplemented to both simulated and real-degraded
mages. The purpose of the simulation is to enable a
omparative evaluation of the results given the orig-
nal image and the true motion vectors.

. Simulated Images

igures 8�a� and 8�c� present, respectively, the hori-
ontal and vertical true FDVs in Fig. 4�a� versus their
stimations. It can be seen that the estimation er-
ors shown in Figs. 8�b� and 8�d� are bound within 0.4
ixels. Figure 9�a� and 9�b� present, respectively,
he horizontal and the vertical true camera displace-
ent vectors in Fig 4�a� versus their estimations. It

an be seen that the amplitudes of the estimation
rrors for both the horizontal and the vertical direc-
ions shown in Figs. 9�c� and 9�d�, respectively, are
ound within 0.5 pixels �with dc errors of approxi-
ately 0.4 pixels for the horizontal direction and 1.4

ixels for the vertical direction�. Figure 10�a� is the
icubic interpolation of the odd field to the high-
esolution dimensions, presented here for warping
nd resolution comparison with the restored image.
igure 10�b� is the POCS-restored image when the

rue motion vectors are used, and Fig. 10�c� is the
estored image when the estimated vectors are used.
n Figs. 10�b� and 10�c� the geometrical artifacts are
orrected and the improvement in resolution is no-
iceable. The resolution of the image restored by the
rue motion vectors is slightly better than the one
estored by the estimated vectors.
352 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 22 � 1 August 2004
. Real-Degraded Images

igure 11�a� presents an image captured by a Tadir
hermal-imaging system in the 8–13-�m wavelength
ange manufactured by ELOP, Electro Optic Systems

ig. 10. �a� Odd field of Fig. 4�a� interpolated to the high-
esolution dimensions for comparison; �b�, �c� restored high-
esolution images with the true and the estimated motion vectors,
espectively.
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td. This is a staggered TDI camera with 6 integra-
ion stages and a margin of 29 pixels between the odd
nd the even sensors. The electrical cooling system
f the detectors vibrates the camera. It can be seen
n the restored image presented in Fig. 11�b� that the
eometric distortions are corrected while the blur cor-
ection is hardly noticeable. The reason is that in
he degraded image itself the relatively big margin of
9 pixels causes significant geometric distortions
several pixels�, while the relatively small number of
ntegration stages �6 pixels� causes less significant
lur �at subpixel extent�.

. Conclusions

he staggered TDI scanning sensors offer high reso-
ution and signal-to-noise-ratio characteristics.
owever, vibrations during the imaging process that

requently occur in thermal-imaging systems can se-

ig. 11. Restoration of a real-degraded image; �a� image captured
y a staggered TDI thermal-imaging system with 6 TDI stages and
margin of 29 pixels, �b� image restored by the POCS method.
erely degrade the captured image quality. The
egradation properties are space variant in the scan-
ing direction. The effects of vibrations on images
aptured by staggered TDI sensors have been ana-
yzed, and a methodology of image reconstruction has
een proposed. This methodology includes two
ain steps: motion estimation by using the differ-

ntial method �with subpixel accuracy� and image
estoration by using the POCS algorithm, which uti-
izes the estimated motion vectors. The tools used
ere for the image reconstruction have been tailored
o the specific characteristics of the staggered TDI
roblem. The three major effects of vibrations, the
taircase �comb� effects, image warping, and shift-
ariant blur, have been eliminated or reduced by the
estoration process. The algorithm presented here
as been tested on simulated images and on real-
egraded images. Both cases resulted in image-
uality improvement.
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